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Sue’s News – 
Bob’s Views! 

 

Normally this monthly 
contribution is submitted 
by Sue, our Hon. 
Secretary, but on this 
occasion I have 
hijacked her “slot” to 
present my views on her 
news.  
Friends who have been 
in and out of the House 
recently will have been 
aware of a certain 
amount of upheaval. 
The reason?  Simply     
”Operation Clean-up 
and Clear out”– the 

name I have given to the painstaking and arduous exercise of emptying all cupboards 
and drawers, of going through all files, of getting rid of the “not required” (i.e. rubbish!), 
of making sure all archive material is safely filed and stored, disposing of damaged and 
unwanted items including furniture and filling Sue’s garage (see photo on p.2) with 
everything we’re not yet sure what to do with! 
 

“Why, oh why?”, you might ask, did we undertake such a task which literally and 
metaphorically caused the shedding of blood, sweat and tears and possibly even the 
odd naughty word. It has been a “Spring Clean “ of giant proportions and our sincere 
thanks go to Sue and her team for all their efforts. 
So what have we lost and what have we gained?  ....................... 
The House Manager’s office, cleared and newly decorated, will be used by Sioux at 
scheduled times thus enabling it to be used as a specific letting room at other times. 
We will have much needed cupboard space for our own items and we will have a 
reception area which is uncluttered and will have a real professional look when the new 
office furniture is installed. 
No longer will there be a potential fire risk: no longer will various items and “bits and 
pieces” be left on view in rooms and corridors; no longer will the House give the 
impression to the visitor of being untidy. 
 This is why we are saying, certainly for the time being, “thanks but no thanks” to offers 
of hand-me-downs for use or sale. We have no need of redundant goods and chattels! 
We want the House to be a visitor attraction which continues to be a major asset to the 
town. Please help us to present it as a welcoming, sociable and meaningful experience 
not only to the visitors but to all. I know that with your help and co-operation this can be 
achieved.                                                                                                 Bob Hollingdale. 
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The new-look uncluttered but welcoming Reception. 
 Furnishing and sales lay-out is still in progress. 
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Sue’s garage is full of ex-Stuart 
House items to be sorted. (see 
p.1)  Sue also stores all the 
archived minutes and 
correspondence – there simply 
isn’t room in the House. 
 
John and Victor adorned with 
spare wigs (don’t ask!). 
 
 Sue drinks the first cup of 
coffee from the new machine, 
which Victor has organized. 

Monday 18th June  7pm 
 

Friends’ and Trustees’  informal meeting  
and social event. 
Refreshments provided. 

 
All Friends are warmly invited to come and discuss any ideas and thoughts about the 

House, including the idea for a Herb Festival next year (see p.5) 

 

Margaret Hainsworth, died 23rd May 2018 
Dr Eric Hainsworth and his wife Margaret moved from Yorkshire to Liskeard in the late 1980s and very 
soon joined the Stuart House Trust and became loyal and hands-on supporters. Eric was treasurer for a 
time and on the committee for several years.  
He died some years ago but Margaret still kept up her steady support. She was an excellent baker and 
her biscuits in particular were very popular and were there for any formal occasion. Her Pavlovas and 
other puddings were much admired and always welcomed . She was a regular in the days when many 
loyal supporters met on Saturday mornings for coffee and, more recently, even into her 90s she would 
come in for coffee and sit and reminisce. Her love of chat and gossip was always enlivened by her 
sense of humour and Yorkshire wit and stories were never far away. 
She and Eric were real stalwarts of the Trust and always had its best interests at heart. She will be 
much missed. 
                                                                                                                                                   Tony Wood 
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Classical guitarist P.J. Bennett  on Sunday 20th May. 
 P.J. grew up in Brentor, just over the border in 
Devon. He attended Tavistock College and took 
lessons on the classical guitar from the age of 
seven. He gained a scholarship to complete his 
sixth form at the prestigious Chetham’s Music 
School in Manchester, from where he went to 
Trinity College in London to complete his degree 
in guitar performance. 
The concert started with a lively dance by 
Mudarra from the fifteen hundreds and was 
followed by a piece from the classical era by the 
guitarist composer Agaudo, a charming 
composition showcasing the fingerboard 
gymnastics of the performer. 
A change of mood was evident in the 
contemporary “ Aqua et Vinho” by the pianist 
Egberto Gismonti. This soulful music is a 
favourite amongst classical guitarists, often used as an encore, with some sparkling 
harmonics really bringing the piece to life. 
The core of the programme was a Gavotte and Fugue, originally for solo violin, by 
J.S.Bach. This long and demanding piece was dispatched with consummate ease by 
P.J., a powerful performance that was much appreciated. 
Another contemporary piece, by the Cuban guitarist Leo Brouwer, “The Black 
Decameron” created a sound world few would not be charmed by. The music was 
programmatic with the playing of a harp,  escaping by running through long grass 
and loss of a loved one being startlingly evoked . 
An audience favourite at guitar concerts, “Asturias” by Albeniz is quintessential guitar 
music. Spanish to its roots, it completed the concert. This last piece was composed 
for piano but it is said that when Albeniz heard it transcribed for guitar, as it was 
almost immediately after publication, he thought it sounded better on the guitar than 
the piano.                                                                                              Barry Albrighton 
 

 
 
 

 

 

MUSIC at STUART HOUSE 

 

�    NEXT CONCERT    � 
 

Sunday 24th June  at 2.30pm 
Java 5 

 
The concert postponed from March, when heavy 
snow called off singing. 
 

Java 5, formed in 2004, gave their first ever 
performance at a Stuart House garden party.  
Only leader Gerry Hillman and John Batey remain 
of the original line-up, but they have been joined 
for some time by Euan Hunter, Peter Maslen and 
Peter Dukes.  Their a cappella singing of popular 
music has won them much appreciation, and they 
perform widely, including at the Port Eliot Festival. 
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June’s Thoughts from our Garden’s Overseer 
 
I wonder what plants are making of this season so far? The Arctic weather of March 
was followed by record-breaking hot weather in mid-April and again at the first May 
bank holiday.  Most of the daffodils and narcissi in the beds around the lawn refused to 
appear. The tulips fared better but were then over in a flash, and even the bluebells, 
rushing to catch up, went to seed in a great hurry as if to ensure that their reproductive 
efforts succeeded before anything else unexpected happened.  

 
However, for the most-part, the garden has 
recovered well. The roses are showing great 
promise, and the pond lilies have survived 
their unexpected experience of being frozen 
solid. The new building next door is all but 
finished at the rear and has been painted 
white, which reflects a welcome soft light into 
our garden.  The old-look wall marking the 
boundary is built, with the magnolia that 
graces our garden firmly on the other side. Its 

flowering period this year seemed to be over in the blink of an eye: no sooner had the 
blooms finally appeared than the petals fell and the leaves burst forth, responding to 

the tropical heat wave. 
 

The very wide concrete footings on which the new 
wall stands means that any new shrubs on our 
side will need to be planted in containers. 
However, the wall provides useful shade so this 
will be a good place to re-site the Plants for Sale 
stand. (Donations of plants in pots are always 
welcome as long as they are healthy and labelled. 
Empty pots are available if you don’t want to use 
your own.)  
 

Near the rear porch door, a yellow Welsh poppy 
(Mecanopsis cambrica) has made an unexpected 
appearance this year. A packet of these seeds sown into 
a tray will usually prove a disappointment as they can 
take ages to germinate, sometimes years. But when they 
do each flower produces many hundreds of small black 
seeds. It’s better if you scatter them around the garden, 
and you’ll find that eventually plants will appear in cracks 
and crevices and then keep you company for years to 
come without being invasive. In the front garden, Vinca major, the common blue 

periwinkle, is a perfect colour match to the railings 
though which it tries to escape. This is a good ground-
cover plant which will grow in most soils and locations, 
though it can get out of hand.. Vinca minor is smaller 
and more amenable, especially he white form. 
 
Forget-me-nots are 
also a very reliable 
May flower, and 

they’re another plant that will happily reappear each 
year. The seed can be sown now in a patch of 
ground outdoors, but again they don’t mind being 
thrown around or brushed into cracks. They will 
germinate and grow slowly throughout the summer, 
putting on a spurt in the autumn and having no 
problem  
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batting off the deepest of freezes. Leave some of them to seed the following year for 
a repeat performance.  

May is also the time when Aquilegia 
(Granny’s Bonnets or Columbine) flower, 
though the blooms spend all their time 
contemplating the ground around them. 
Photographing them against the sky 
produces a rather ethereal look, whilst set 
against a dark background they appear 
quite regal. In the last few years, aquilegias 
have begun to be attacked by a form of 
downy mildew which severely weakens the 
plant, causing the leaves to go yellow and 

shrivel. These mildews are a parasitic micro-organism called an Oomycete fungus, 
The tree peony (currently about 2ft high) has a flower at its apex. This is 
asymmetrical in shape and about 4" across - thank you to the person who donated 
this plant, grown from seed (a rather protracted and difficult process). The fact that it 
survived the very cold Spring reveals its hardiness 
 
New research has been reported recently on how 
plants communicate with each other, how they learn 
and remember, with some even saying that they 
display a form of intelligence. (A very interesting 
programme on the BBC radio website is:  Is Eating 
Plants Wrong?) In the meantime, if you’ve got 
seedlings growing on your kitchen windowsill, it’s been 
shown that they like being lightly stroked for 30 seconds a day as this mimics the 
wind and triggers the production of hormones that makes them grow stronger and 
stockier. Commercial growers know all about this – they aim fans at them!                                                                                                                            
Malcolm Mort 

 

 

 

Garden Club 
Monday 25th June 

11.30 am to 1.30 pm. 
Discussion includes flowering plants such as geraniums 
(contact Val Moore via the House for more information) 

 

GARDENING WEEK in the GALLERY 
11th to 16th June 

Friends are invited to bring items for sale such as plants, craft items, cards, pictures 
and poetry books (garden themed) and gardening books for sale or to browse 
through ...anything Garden linked! There will be displays of tools, furniture and 
much more!  The Garden Club are very involved. 
 Anyone wanting to know more,  contact Val Moore or Nancy Briggs via the House. 

‘HEREB SCENT-SATIONS’ 
At the meeting of Friends on 17th May there was great enthusiasm for a proposed 
exhibition, to take place in the summer of 2019.  Jac Haegerty outlined how it could 
relate to the existing herbal theme in our interpretation boards, with culinary, 
medicinal and household uses,  supported by an exhibition in the Gallery of plants 
and herb-related crafts and other items for sale.  We would also like to work with the 
Gardening Club to provide a range of herbs for the Stuart House garden, and 
restore the herb growing area.                                                              Eileen Crouch 
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Events in the Max Lock Gallery and Jane Room in May 
 
Royal School of Needlework  tutors’ and students’ work was on exhibition at the 

start of May, and tutor Shelley Cox 
ran a workshop on Thursday  10th.  
The work on display was inspiring and 
simply exquisite, and covered several 
different techniques, including silk 
shading, crewel work,  stump work,  
white work, miniature work and gold 
work.  Friday night late opening 
included Ilow Splann providing a 
musical background. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

  

 

 

The Mixed Craft Sale 
from 14th to 19th May  

attracted much interest. 
 

Laurie Scott 
Originals 

held a wonderfully 
challenging, exciting 
and moving exhibition 
from 21st to 26th May.  
The six-panel ‘Space 
Junk was inspired by 
Stephen Hawking’s 
writing and warnings 
about the future of our 
planet.   In contrast, 
there were studies of 
local church buildings, 
and work from Laurie’s 
illustrated books of cat 
stories. 

 

Chris Moulder 
based his participation 
in the ‘Open Studios 
Cornwall’ event in the 
Jane Room from 21st to 
26th May.  His 
landscapes, using both 
traditional and less 
traditional styles, were 
evocative, approachable 
and very rewarding. 

 

Chrissie Rivers 
was the artist Friend 
showing in the 
Surgery during May. 
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COMING in JUNE 

 

 

 

Pat’s Art Box 
and 

Friends 
 

Pat Thuysbaert 
Richard Jenkins 

Alan Kingwell 
Suzy Billing-Mountain 

 

(and Mia, the non-painting dog) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

continue in the Gallery until 9th June 

 

David Beer 
artist 

Is holding an exhibition 
from 18th to 23rd June   

 
 

David Beer is a widely renowned 
professional artist.  He originally trained 
in pottery, but has been a full time 
painter since retiring from teaching in 
1998.  From 1994 to 2010 he ran the 
Penhaven Gallery in St Ives, but he 
has since moved to South East 
Cornwall.   
His seascapes and landscapes are in 
oils using a palette knife, and his life 
studies use pastels and acrylics. 
 
Stuart House is very excited to be 
hosting this exhibition. 

 

GARDEN WEEK     In the Gallery 11th to 16th June   (see p.5) 

The Photographic Exhibition, planned for some of 25th June to 7th July is now postponed, 
but ever-resourceful Nancy will organize something!  Contact The House for news.   

 

 

King Doniert Exhibition 
Our new neighbour to the south (JD 
Wetherspoon, opening in a month or so),  will be 
called ‘The King Doniert’ .  But who was King 
Doniert, can we separate fact from fiction, and 
how is he remembered in our local area? 
A small exhibition in the Jane Room from 18th 
June will explore these questions. 
 
 

 

The Friend of Stuart 
house exhibiting in the 
Surgery in June will be 

Peter Hooper 
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Diary of Events  
June 2018 
 

Continuing until 
Saturday 9th 

Pat’s Art Box with Friends (see p.7) 

Saturday 2nd Grand Family History and Heritage Day at the Public Hall.  Stuart 
House has a stall.   Entry free, all welcome. 

Tuesdays 5th, 19th Liskeard Writers’ Group meet 2 – 4.30 pm. 

Thursdays 7th, 14th, 
21st, 28th  

Craft Club: all welcome  12 noon to 3pm. 

Monday 11th to 
Saturday 16th  

Garden Week in the Gallery (see p.5) 

Monday 11th Liskeard Poetry Group meet 4  to 6.30pm. 

Monday 11th to 
Saturday 16th 

Craft Shop in the Surgery – the crafters are a selection of Friends of 
Stuart House. 

Monday 18th to 
Saturday 7th July 

King Doniert exhibition in the Jane Room (see p.7) 

Monday 18th to 
Saturday 23rd 

David Beer Art Exhibition (see p.7) 

Monday18th Friends of Stuart House – informal meeting with Trustees.  All Friends 
very welcome. 7pm.  Refreshments available (see p.2) 

Sunday 24th   Java 5: concert  in the Gallery 2.30 pm. Tickets £7 from reception 
include refreshments and a chance to talk with the performers  
afterwards  (see p3)      

Monday 25th to 
Saturday 7th July 

Come and see what’s on in the Gallery (see p.7) 

Monday 25th   Stuart House Garden Club 11.30am to 1.30pm.  

Tuesday 26th  Fake or Fortune – antiques valuation with Richard Hamm of Bearnes, 
Hampton & Littlewood.  10am. to  12 noon. 

Coming in July • Mixed Craft Show and Sale 
• North Hill Art Group Exhibition and Sale 
• Food Fair 

 
Advance notice:  Stuart House Sewing and Fabric Event 1st – 13th October.  A variation 
on the two successful Sewing Bees, raising money for the House.  Fabrics, notions and 
more, some tables for crafters, advice  given on projects, and some workshops.   Donations 
of fabrics and other appropriate items can be left with Sioux  from now on. 
 
 

       The House, Garden, Old Kitchen Café  and Computer Research Suite are open  
     9.30am – 3.30pm each weekday and until 12.30 pm (Café 12 noon) on Saturdays. 
               The House is open at these times for all events unless stated otherwise. 
                             Reception is usually open every weekday until at least 2pm. 

	

Articles, information, notices and photographs for the Stuart House 
Newsletter to the editor, please (who must reserve the right to edit 
as necessary), before 25th of the month for inclusion in the next 
newsletter.  Leave with Sioux in the Office or email to  

rachelpbennett59@gmail.com 


